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Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an school is that the sequence of death and life 

is orderly.  The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.  When host and guest 

meet, they vie with one another in discussion.  At times, in response to some thing, they may 

manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or they may, by picking up a tricky

device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the half of the body; or again they 

may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.

A true student gives a shout, and to start with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.  The 

teacher, not discerning that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of 

antics with it.  The student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.  This is a 

disease of the vitals which no doctoring can cure:  it is called ‘the guest examines the host.’

Rinzai Roku, ch. 18

It’s absolutely mysterious.  All existent things that have appeared here.  Every single day 

they must make relationship with the past and the future.  Because things must make relationship

with something, then we’re all extremely busy.  If you want to know what’s really mysterious 

about this world, that’s what it is.  The reason why we call most people foolish is because they’re

living this mysterious life, this life in which they must make relationship with other things all the

time, but they aren’t aware that they are living in this mysterious way.  Why is it that we must 

make relationship?  Zen practice is to manifest the wisdom which understands why it is that we 

must make relationship.

Today is the last day of sesshin, so I’d better talk about what actually is written in the text

today.  Since I might be rushing through, please listen carefully.

Yesterday, the first thing I spoke about is the perspective of the present moment.  Have 

all of you clearly manifested the wisdom that you are existing, doing the activity of the present 

moment?

If you have understood that, then you will clearly know that the world which we call the 

future, or the world which does the activity of future, and the world which does the activity of 



past, they both could be said to be worlds we are objectifying, or taking as objects.

According to Tathagata Zen, we name the world of the future, the father’s world.  All the 

people who we can call fathers, all the people who are acting as fathers, they all are living 

together in the world of the future.  In the world of the past are all the mothers, Mother with all 

of her friends, Mother with all of her acquaintances, are living together.

Because the present moment, this self, is not making the complete activities of past and 

future its content, that is why it must make relationship with past and future, in order to manifest 

the total activity of dharma.  As long as one is in the process of growing and developing, all the 

time, continually one must make relationship with past and future.

What Rinzai is saying in the text is that every single time one enters into this point of 

meeting with past and future, the world of words appears.  This is very difficult to understand.  

Why is it that, whenever one makes relationship with past or future, the world of words appears? 

Without practicing deeply into many different koans, one couldn’t really understand this, I don’t 

think.

But, if you’re a psychologist, and you don’t take this problem seriously, you just throw 

this problem away, or try to ignore this question, then we can call your scholarship in psychology

a sickness.  So I’m hoping that psychology is the kind of scholarship which is taking seriously 

this investigation of why it is we must always be making relationship with past and future, and 

why it is that when we do make relationship with past and future, the activity of consciousness 

and the world of words always appears.

The reason I’m talking about this now is because Rinzai has written about it in the text.  

How does Rinzai talk about this condition of, when we come into relationship?  The first thing 

he discusses is, he discusses responding to a thing, it says in the text.  We can also say that this 

responding to a thing means responding to a body.  For instance, if the body of the future 

appears, one manifests oneself in exactly the same way as the body of the future is manifesting.

To give a concrete example:  What if you meet up with a flower?  Then you must 

manifest your self in the exact same condition as the flower is manifesting itself in.  If you do 

that, then relationship has already been made.

If, when we meet each other, or when we meet things, we don’t manifest our selves in 

this way, then it isn’t the true relationship.  Then it is just a relationship of confusion and 

disturbance.  So, for example, these situations of getting angry, or crying, or falling into sadness, 



that’s why these kind of situations appear.  If when you meet a flower, if it’s a beautiful 

condition, then you manifest your self in beauty.  If it’s an ugly condition, you manifest your self

in ugliness.  There’s no need for any kind of fighting in this kind of manifestation.

Then he talks about acting with one’s whole body.  This means that, if you are making 

relationship with the future, you act as the future.  If you’re making relationship with the past, 

you act as the past.  In Buddhism we call the activity of acting with one’s whole body, using 

one’s whole body, the activity of dana, the activity of giving.  When this thing we call the self 

makes relationship, using its whole body, then this kind of relationship is not in the world of will,

or thinking.  The first example I gave, and this second example, of acting with one’s whole body,

we can call both of these examples the activity of the spiritual being, or the spiritual activity.

Then he says, “Or they may pick up a tricky device, and make a display of joy or anger, 

or they may reveal the half of the body.”  This time, it’s the half of the body, not the whole body.

This is also a spiritual activity that’s being described here, but in this case, it’s an activity which 

is half tied up with the material world, and half a spiritual activity.  It’s a spiritual activity which 

hasn’t denied, or pushed away the material world.

It’s the same thing as when a mother is educating her children.  Sometimes she educates 

her children using joy to educate, and sometimes she educates, using anger to educate.  When the

self is making relationship with past and future, this kind of situation always will be coming up.

“Or, they may reveal the half of the body.”  This means that one makes relationship by 

only showing half of one’s body.  This is very important.  When we make relationship with past 

and future, simultaneously, when we make complete relationship with past and future, then we 

must divide our selves in two.  So we give half of our body to the past, and half of our body to 

the future.

In literature you can see many different poems, or songs or expressions of this 

manifestation of the half of the body.  If I were to get into this talk about literature, I think you 

would be able to understand, but I can’t get into it right now.  You have a lover in the East.  You 

also have a lover in the West.  You give half of your body to the lover in the East, and half of 

your body to the lover in the West.  This kind of situation also can be understood in this way.

There’s also the situation where one wants to advance toward the future, but when one 

tries to advance toward the future, then the past is an obstruction.  The past is getting in one’s 

way, and so one has to push the past aside.  So there’s also a situation where you’re advancing 



toward the future, and the past is in your way, so you have to beat to death all of the beings that 

are in the past, in order to reach your goal of the future.  It’s this kind of a drama you have to go 

through in this situation.

There are a lot of examples.  For instance, you mistake someone for your lover.  They 

aren’t really your lover, but you mistake them for your lover, and you end up killing them by 

mistake.  Then you arrive in this world you have been seeking, and you think that you have 

found salvation in this world, but it’s a big mistake.

The manifestation of the half of the body, therefore, is very important.  But when one 

gives one’s whole body, when one offers one’s self up to the past and the future simultaneously, 

then one has to do the activity of no self to dissolve one’s self.

So, let’s go on to the next one.  The next thing he says is, “Or one may ride upon a lion.” 

Now, the one that rides upon the lion is Manjushri Bodhisattva, and the custom in zendos is that 

Manjushri is the leader of practice, and so Manjushri is usually displayed in the zendo.  

Manjushri represents the activity of wisdom.  He possesses many different kinds of wisdom.

Then, there’s the one who rides the elephant.  The one who rides the elephant is, in 

Japanese, Fugen Bodhisattva, or Samantrabhadra Bodhisattva.  He’s the opposite, or in 

opposition to Manjushri.  If we say that Manjushri represents the activity of wisdom, then 

Samantrabhadra represents the thing, the world of the result, the material world.  What I’m 

saying here is that, within the material world, within these things, the activity of wisdom is 

packed into all of this matter.

What I’m saying is that a real practitioner, who has both the activities of living and dying,

both the plus activity and the minus activity as his or her content is this kind of a person.

Manjushri, without fail, will manifest him or herself as Samantrabhadra.  Samantrabhadra

will manifest herself as Manjushri.  Let’s call Manjushri the man and Samantrabhadra the 

woman.  When man and woman act, the man may do the male activity, but in order to manifest 

the complete condition, the female activity is supporting and accompanying the male activity, 

and in the same way, the female does the female activity, but the male activity accompanies and 

supports the female activity in order to manifest the complete self.

Without understanding this principle clearly, and trying to teach Zen, it’s just like the 

teacher and the student are doing the activity of teaching Zen in hell.  So I bet that you can 

understand exactly what I’m getting at, just from this.



The true practitioner is the one that is acting with both the activity of man and the activity

of woman as his or her content.  All of you are true practitioners.  You all are manifesting your 

selves right now with both the plus and minus activity as your content.

When you are seeking the activity of plus, then you reject the activity of minus, but when

you do this rejecting of minus, the true condition, the complete self will not appear.  But actually,

the reality is that, right now plus and minus are separate from one another.

So how can it be, what is the process of the complete self appearing?  The male activity 

receives the help of the female activity.  The woman receives the help of the man, and through 

this mutual receiving of aid, that is when the activity of zero appears.  Here is the stage of 

practice.  Two people are here.  One is thinking, “I am a man,” and the other is thinking, “I am a 

woman.”  Then what should they do about it?

It doesn’t matter if it’s the man or the woman, but just for an example, let’s say it’s the 

man.  The man shouts, and in the text it says, “and holds out a sticky lacquer tray.”  This means 

that he manifests himself as this sticky lacquer tray.  This shout in the text is “Kaaa!”  this 

screaming of the man.  How should the woman receive this shout?

Or what if the woman is the one who shouts?  How should the man receive this “Kaaa!” 

of the woman?  If someone says, “I love you,” how should you receive that?  That, “I love you,” 

is this “Kaaa!”  Or, “I hate you!”  This is also a “Kaaa!”  How should you receive that 

information?

I’ve just been talking in terms of a man and a woman, or of the plus activity and the 

minus activity, but Rinzai is using the example of the Roshi and the student, and he says, “The 

Roshi, not discerning that this is an objective circumstance....”

The disciple, the student here in this example, for example, looks upon the Roshi and 

shouts, and the nature of this shout might be the student saying, “Oh, you are a wonderful 

teacher.”  So, how should the Roshi deal with this?  This is the example that Rinzai is using here.

What Rinzai is saying here is that there are some people called Roshi that are totally 

blind.  They don’t know what’s going on.  They don’t realize that this shout of the student, this 

shout, which I said might be, “I love you,” or “I hate you,” they don’t realize that that is simply a

skillful means.

If some great beauty comes before me and says, “You are a magnificent teacher and I 

love you,” what do you think I’ll do?  I’ll probably just snicker, laughing out of my nose.  Then, 



the next thing that this great beauty does, or we could say this true practitioner does, is again she,

“Kaaa!”

At this point, the Roshi should probably be astonished and surprised, but the Roshi, in 

this case, thinking, “I’m a Roshi,” doesn’t express astonishment.  In this case, the Roshi thinks, 

“I don’t care what kind of shout you give.  I’m a Roshi.  I’m not going to express any 

astonishment or amazement at it.”

What Rinzai is saying is that this kind of Roshi is like a teacher that is dripping, covered 

with mold, a deeply sick Roshi.  This is a kind of Roshi that is hopeless.  There’s no way to help 

or save this Roshi.  This is really a terrible situation that Rinzai is talking about here, but there 

are situations like this.

Rinzai doesn’t talk about this in the text, but what about it?  If you’re told by this 

dazzling beauty, “Oh, you are a magnificent Roshi,” how should you answer?  What I’m saying 

is, don’t read the text as something outside of your self.  Put your self in this situation.  What 

would you do if you were in a situation like this?  I wonder about all of you.  What would you 

do?

One of my disciples, if I choose to talk about it anyway, they often do this imitating 

hiding, imitating hiding themselves as an answer.  That’s a good answer.  But, what if it isn’t this

sick, covered with mold kind of Roshi?  What if it’s a real Roshi?  How would a real Roshi deal 

with this situation?

The Roshi might say, “It’s fine!  You’re right in front of me.  You can hide if you want to

hide.”  But then I’d say, “I’m ninety years old now.  I’m like a senile old man.  Don’t hide in 

front of me.  I might not be able to find you again.”  If you only hide your self, then that isn’t 

really the situation of salvation yet.  When you hide, you must hide, using your whole body.  

Both are hidden at once.  That’s the true hiding.  That’s the activity of zero.  That is the true 

manifestation of love.

What Rinzai is saying here is that it’s only one side that’s hiding.  If you only hide your 

self, or you only reveal your self, or show your self, then it isn’t the true activity of love.  But, in 

the example in the text here, what Rinzai is saying is that the Roshi in this example doesn’t really

have the qualifications to be a Roshi.

The way of being, the nature of the self, which is the present moment, in certain instances

it’s the past activity and the future activity that take the initiative in making relationship with the 



present moment.  It’s as if the self is being attacked by past and future.  If you catch for yourself 

the world of the future, and think that you are saved, then you have left behind the world of the 

past, so it isn’t true salvation.  There are times that will appear when the past activity will arise, 

and make relationship with this self which is in this situation of salvation in the world of the 

future.

You might be in the arms of this dazzling beauty in the world of the future, but you’ve 

rejected this old hag who’s in the world of the past.  That is not the condition of true salvation.  

The kind of thinking comes up here that the activity of the future is the activity of the good, and 

the activity of the past is the activity of evil.  But in the original condition, there was neither 

good nor evil.  But, when the self arbitrarily makes that which is comfortable and convenient for 

the self the benevolent or the good, then immediately the world which is not convenient, 

uncomfortable for the self, the world of the demons and the devils, also appears.

This is when fighting starts, or even as far as the occurrence of wars start.  The world that

you’re seeking, you simply go after the world that you’re seeking, and you consider anything 

that gets in your way a demon, or a devil.

So, you can say, temporarily, that is peace of mind, when you’ve won the war, when 

you’ve fought the fight and won it, and there you are, in the world that you were seeking, and the

world that you were trying to reject is soundly rejected.  But even if you’re saved in this sense, 

you find yourself lonely.  These things that you’ve pushed away and rejected, because they’re 

not there, you’re lonely.

To give another, maybe extreme example, what about a man?  He decides to himself, “I 

don’t need women,” and he marches off to the world of the men, and finds himself there in the 

world of men, but then finds himself lonely.  Where are the women?  Then, for the first time, 

finally he realizes, “Oh, I’ve made a big mistake.  I have to go get those women that I rejected, or

get those people that I rejected, or get that country that I rejected.”  That’s okay, but it’s too late.

People who make a lot of money, they tend to give their money to temples or churches, 

or things like that.  So, it’s fine to make donations and give money, but from the Zen perspective,

in terms of completing your self, bringing about the complete self, we just look at these people 

who are donating money and say, “It’s too late!  You’re too late!”

The true world of zero, the true world of the complete self, the true world of the condition

of the source appears when the self manifests this half of the body, which truly means to give 



half of your self to the plus activity and half of your self to the minus activity.

Without getting rich, anyone can become saved.  It’s not the real thing if you busily make

a lot of money, and then donate your money and feel some kind of peace of mind.  That’s not 

salvation.  The kind of Roshi that is described in the text here is the kind of Roshi that’s sitting 

there, really old and dripping with mold, and thinking, “If they don’t bring me a lot of donations, 

I can’t help them.”

Rinzai is really nailing this kind of a Roshi, and saying that this Roshi isn’t making any 

progress, him or herself, and he can’t help anybody else either.  He’s just in a terrible situation.  

Because Rinzai is being so critical of all the monks in this part, it’s fun to read.

All of you are fine, but how about the people who are wearing koromo?  How about the 

people in monk’s robes?  You need to manifest your self in a way that you aren’t criticized like 

this.  You need to manifest true love.

I’ve been repeating myself and saying all kinds of things for this whole week, but the 

thing we must do is manifest the complete self.  We talk about the perfect self or the complete 

self, but one way to describe this, according to Tathagata Zen, is that if there is even one thing 

that you are rejecting, it’s not going to be the complete self.  If you choose some bad things, or 

things you think are bad, and reject them, then you’ve become a good person.  But, that isn’t 

really salvation.

It’s Buddhism that tells us, if we say that the plus world is the world of the good, and the 

minus world is the world where all bad things reside, it’s only when we totally make both of 

these worlds our content that the complete self appears.  If we are rejecting anything, it won’t 

appear.  That’s why we use the words, to kill, in Zen.  When we say in Buddhism, don’t kill, it 

means, don’t reject anything.


